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horizontal velocity vector increment between two adjacent
frames is estimated. The resulting vertical and horizontal
coordinate increments are the set of the velocity vectors in
the Cartesian coordinates.
The simplest video scenario is where all motion objects are
moved in the same direction with the same velocity; but, in
general case, the objects move randomly. Therefore, the
image is split in the set of K nonintersecting motion
regions (blocks) in which either the object or set of objects
have the same velocity vector. So, the object or the set of
the objects can be represented by their velocity vector
inside the independent non-overlapping blocks. The
greater number of the blocks with corresponding velocity
vectors the better compensation of the motion effect can be
achieved. The boundary case is when the number of
independent velocity vectors is equal to the number of the
image pixels. If the velocity vectors for all image pixels are
known then the inter-frame image can be predicted
precisely by moving those vectors to the required points.
The faithful estimation of the velocity vectors can be found
as a projection of the optic flow equation to the multiresolution wavelets. In [3], [4] the fast algorithm that
compute the optic flow in the wavelet segments is
proposed. The main drawback of such kind of algorithms
is that the small objects as well as the fast moving objects
can be lost when the wavelet filtration with the large-scale
blocks is used.
In this paper we propose the modified inter-frame
motion-compensated prediction algorithm that uses the
multi-scale wavelet analysis and based on the matching
procedure over the wavelet transform of the low frequency
domain segments. The main point of the modification is
the exploiting of the additional information about motion
objects inside the wavelet higher frequency segments by
finding the projection of the optical flow to the multiresolution wavelets, where the scale is reduced gently, and
as a consequence, the motion can be estimated more
precisely. By doing so, we achieve some additional goals
in the block matching procedure. Afterward, to increase
the prediction quality we use the non-homogeneous double
cross search of the spatial-temporal frame information in
the wavelet high frequency segments of the multi-scale
wavelet analysis.

Abstract — The inter-frame prediction modified algorithm
with the motion compensation based on the multi-resolution
wavelet analysis is proposed. Segmentation and optical flow
tracking is used for predicting of the inter-frame image. For
the motion compensated prediction the algorithm roughly
matches the wavelet low scale domain blocks and then the
matching is doing more precisely by extract the additional
information about motion objects in the higher scale wavelet
domains. It helps to increase the prediction quality.
Furthermore, to compensate the edge artifacts the nonhomogeneous double cross search of the spatial-temporal
frame information is used.
Keywords — Temporal interpolation, motion compensation,
wavelet transformation, multi-resolution analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION
ne of the challenging problems that majority up-todata video processing technologies use is the frame
rate up-conversion, which converts the video frame rate
from a lower number into a higher one [1]. This problem
arises in the low bit-rate video transmission systems, where
the frame rate at the encoder is down-converted by
skipping frames to achieve lower transmitted bandwidth,
and afterward the frame interpolation is used in the
decoder to restore the skipped frame. Another application
is the video-data conversion from one TV standard to
another (for example, PAL into NTSC).
To restore the skipped frame, the interpolation problem
should be solved in the decoder, where the appropriate
time series is a brightness profile that changes in time from
one frame to another. However, during the interpolation
procedure, some undesirable distortions are accomplished
the recovering video, such as, object overlapping, edge
artifacts, motion blur and so on. Hence, the quality of the
restored video is not always acceptable.
In practice, instead of the classical interpolation, the
motion compensation interpolation is used. The motion
compensation interpolation is based on the image analysis,
that is, detecting of the moving objects, and then tracking
them by estimation of their velocity from frame to frame
[2]. Assuming that the object motion can be expressed in
terms of a velocity vector in the spatial-temporal domain,
the velocity estimation problem leads to the measurement
of the velocity vector magnitude and its direction. As a
rule, for the sake of convenience, the vertical and

O

II. BLOCK MATCHING PROBLEM
Let us consider an optical flow as a three dimensional
function f (x, t ) , where x  ( x1 , x2 ) is a spatial two
dimensional vector of a pixel coordinates, and t is a time
coordinate, i.e., the function f (x, t ) can be considered as
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an image density or brightness profile in the spatialtemporal coordinate. Forming of video stream requires the
optical flow sampling (framing) in both the space and the
time domain. The video stream can be considered as a set
of a moving from frame to frame pixels, each with
corresponding trajectory between two adjacent frames; it
forms the set of optical flow velocity vectors [5].
With known optical flow vectors each pixel can be
precisely tracked from one frame to another by following
the velocity vector; hence, quite accurate prediction can be
done for the majority pixels within the inter-space of the
adjacent frames. However, enormous computational
complexity is expected when the algorithm tries to track all
valuable pixels of the optical flow. Therefore, in practice,
instead of the solitary pixel processing the block of the
pixels as a motion unit is used [2]. The block size is chosen
in order to all pixels inside the block have the same degree
of motion, and, as a result the same velocity vectors.
Various approaches exist in the literature to compute the
velocity vector inside the block, including the estimation of
the total increment as well as differential increment of the
optical flow [2], [5], [6].
To obtain the precise inter-frame prediction with the
motion compensation the block matching problem should
be solved. For each block in a frame, a search is made in
the reference frame for the best matching block,
minimizing least mean square prediction error. A good
match means that the block has undergone the same
translation, and in the same time the block is not overlap
the objects that have different degrees of motion.
Firstly we discuss the block matching problem with
minimize the least mean square difference prediction error
for some fixed block size [2]. Let f k (x, i) be a brightness
profile of the k-th motion region, k = 1, 2, …, K inside the
i-th frame and  be a frame interval. Suppose that all
pixels of the k-th motion region have the common velocity
vectors. If during the time range,  , the brightness offset
vector mk (x)  (m1 , m2 ) is nonzero (or acceded some
threshold) then the appropriate brightness profile of the kth motion region at the (i+1)-th frame is
f k (x, (i  1))  f k (x  mk (x), i), and corresponding
velocity vector for k-th motion region can be found as
v k (x, )  mk (x)  .

profiles for the adjacent frames at the instants of time
(i) and (i  1) , i.e.,

 (δ, m(δ)) 

 f k ( x1 , x2 , i)  f m ( x1  1 , x2   2 , (i  1)) dx1dx2 , (1)
2

x δ  z
k 1, 2 ,..., K

where 1 ,  2 is approximated by staircase function.
As was mentioned, the scene is not changing significantly
during the time  , hence in (1) only the nearest motion
regions inside some small vicinity 1 ,  2  z , can be
considered. Finally, minimizing the error in (1) along all
possible offset vectors,

 (δ, m k (δ))  arg min
 (δ, m(δ)) ,
 m ( )

(2)

leads to the estimation of the required offset vectors,
m k (δ) , that solves the block matching problem.
Solution of the block matching problem requires choosing
the matching region z, which provides the information for a
motion compensation algorithm. Choosing of the size z is a
quite challenging problem because it determines the
maximum value of the velocity vector, since it bounds the
maximum velocity of the moving objects. Furthermore, the
size z determines both the interpolation quality and
computational complexity of the processing algorithm. On
the one hand, when z is chosen very small, the error
function  (δ, m(δ)) has several local minimum, because
of a large number of very likely blocks. These minima
quite difficult to discriminate due to both very close their
amplitudes and the noise influence. It can lead to
erroneous estimation of the velocity vector, v k (δ, ). On
the other hand, when z is chosen very large, the velocity
can be found more precisely, but the resolution of the
resulting video for many applications is unacceptable. For
the fixed size z the computational complexity of the
compensated motion algorithm is O( z 2 N 4 ) , where N is
frame size in units of pixels [3]. So, it is enormously large.
Some computational saving is proposed in [6], [7], [8].
To obtain further computational saving of the motion
compensated algorithm that based on the block matching
the multi-resolution image approximation (MIA) can be
used [3], [4], [9]. Let us consider the brightness profiles of
two matched blocks within the wavelet scale 2 j , i.e.,
f k j (x, i) and f k j (x, (i  1)). MIA algorithms primarily
compute the rough approximation of the velocity vector of
the j scale. For that, f k j (x, i) and f k j (x, (i  1)) is
roughly matched by mean of square error minimization
inside the blocks of size z. Afterwards, the blocks are
matched more precisely within the scales 2 j1 , 2 j 2.

Because of insignificant changing of the scene during the
time range  let us assume that the velocity vector
changes inside some small vicinity δ  (1 ,  2 ), 1 ,  2  z,
and x  f k (x, i), x  δ  z , where z is enough small
region motion. Then the corresponding offset vector is
m k (δ)  (m1 , m2 ), where m1 , m2  z, and velocity vector for
k-th motion region is v k (δ, )  mk (δ)  . Therefore, the
brightness profile of the k-th motion region for the (i+1)-th
frame
can
be
approximated
as
f k (x, (i  1))  f k (x  mk (δ), i). Generally the motion
regions is approximated by square blocks with size z, so
z  ( z, z ) .

Hence, MIA starts to match the larger size blocks, and
then block size diminished when the scale step-down. The
required computational work of such sort of algorithms is
O( K 2 z 2 N 2 ) [10], where K 2 number of nonzero (which
exceeded the threshold) is offset vectors m( ) and which
satisfy the matching requirements (2). The main drawback
of such kind of algorithms is that the small objects as well
as the fast moving objects can be lost inside the large-scale

Hence, the block matching problem leads to minimization
of the differential norm between motion regions brightness
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wavelet blocks that leads to video image distortion, some
time significantly.

1
the instant of time t  (i  ) can be determine with the
2
second order error using the finite difference equation

III. WAVELET MOTION ESTIMATION

d
f (x, t ), δ,z 
dt
1
f (x, (i  1))  f i (x, i), δ,z    (δ, t ) .

Therefore, (6) with (7) can be rewritten as

Taking into account that frame brightness profile f (x, t ) is
smooth in time function and almost unchangeable inside
the couple of frames, the total increment can written as

df (x, t ) f (x, t )
f (x, t )
f (x, t )

x1 (t ) 
x 2 (t ) 
0.
dt
x1
x 2
t

(3)

f (x, i)  f (x, (i  1))   , z
,
v1 (δ, t ) 
2
x1

Then, the optical flow expression that joint together the
time t with both the velocity vector and brightness level in
any arbitrary frame image point becomes

f  v 

f (x, i)  f (x, (i  1))   , z
,
v 2 (δ, t ) 
2
x 2

f (x, t )
f (x, t )
f (x, t )
v1 
v2  
,
x1
x 2
t

v  (v1 , v2 )  ( x1, x2 ) is

 f f
 f  
,
 x1 x 2

a

velocity

where   ( , t ) is the second order error.

vector,


 is a gradient of f .


Two last terms, i.e.,  z ( , t )   ( , t ) , can be neglected
when either the velocity is almost unchangeable inside the
appropriate wavelet scale, or, at least, the velocity is small
enough. Hence, as (8) shows, finding of the projection of
the optical flow to the multi-resolution wavelet allows us
instead of the velocity vector estimation inside the large
scales, to estimate it precisely inside the sequence of the
gently diminished scales as Fig. 1 shows.
As a
consequence, the matching problem can be solved with
less error [12].

If brightness profile f (x, t ) is smooth in time function
then v is a smooth vector-function of x, and it can be
approximated by staircase function with the small enough
step. The accurate estimate of the velocity vector can be
found as a projection of the optic flow equation to the
multi-resolution wavelets [3], [4], [11].
Let us consider the mother wavelet
1
z

(8)

1
f (x, (i  1))  f (x, i),  , z   z (δ, t )    (δ, t ) ,


(4)
where

(7)

 x1  1 x2   2 
,
.
z 
 z

 δ,z   

(5)

We assume that the shift of the processing image during
the time  is small enough related to the wavelet scaling
size, which is z. The size z is determined with suggestion
that the matching mean square error is small enough
when v(δ, t )  z  , and the value v(δ, t ) is almost
unchangeable inside the scale of  δ,z . Computing the inner
product of the optical flow (4) and the wavelet (5), and
afterward using partial integration we get

f (x, t ),

 δ,z
x1

v1 (δ, t )  f (x, t ),

 δ,z
x 2

v 2 (δ, t ) 
(6)

d
f (x, t ), δ,z   z (δ, t ) .
dt
where

Fig. 1. The original image and two its different scale multiresolution approximation.

is a inner product sign, and  z (δ, t ) is an

approximation error inside the scale of  δ,z .

IV. TESTING OF THE ALGORITHM
The proposed algorithm was tested for the video stream
with the various sort of motion. To avoid the object
aliasing the non-homogeneous double cross search of the
spatial-temporal frame information in the high frequency
domain is used. Two reference frames, i-th and (i+1)-th are
used, and between them the predicted frame is inserted, i.e.
nf = 2. In the case when the velocity vectors of two
reference frames do not coincide, the (i-1)-th frame is used
as an auxiliary reference frame to obtain some additional
information. For the reference frames two steps of discrete
wavelet transform is processed. Firstly, the size of the
matching blocks is defined in the scale [-2; 2]. The closed

The video stream is a sequence of the frames with some
inter-frame gap. In up-conversion mode the frame rate is
enhanced as much as n f times, then it is required to find
the derivative in the right side of (6) for the moment of
i  (i  1)
1 2
time t 
.
Let
us
assume
 (i  )
nf
2 nf
that n f  2 . The wavelet optical flow can be found taking
into account that the derivative

d
f (x, t ),  ,z
dt

in (6) for
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object velocities in the low frequency domain of the
second level, i.e. LL2 , are searched (Fig. 2). Then, the
appropriate blocks in the searching area are matched. For
the matching, only those blocks are chosen, whose velocity
vectors between (i  1) -th and (i  1) -th frames is larger as
much as twice than the velocity vector between i-th and
(i  1) -th frames.

Fig. 4. Detection of the incorrect regions
10. Build a regions map.
11. Delete the incorrect motion vectors.
V. CONCLUSION
The algorithm will be use in mobile video within spatial
frame decimation and interpolation. This technology
allows increase a transfer rate at the least eight times due
to the fact that information content was reduced.

Fig. 2. Search of motion vectors in the search zone.
The choosing blocks are flagged as a significant.
Afterward, the velocity vectors are searched in the area [8; +8] of the significant blocks for the law frequency
domain, i.e. LL1 , and then defined more precisely in the
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domains HL1 , LH1 , HH1 and LL0 . After wavelet
decomposition the next steps are implemented.
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A. Determination of the search zone
1. Finding approximations in the low frequency domain.
2. Delete the incorrect motion vectors.
3. Build a search zone as Fig. 3 shows.

Fig. 3. Search zone is the area 8x8 pixels around ends
of vectors
B. Motion detection
4. Find the approximations in the low frequency domain
using determined search zone.
5. Accurate motion vectors based on low frequency
domain and original image.
C. Determination of the visible overlap areas
6. Determine the visible areas.
7. Determine the overlap and error areas.
8. Set motion vectors for overlapping areas.
D. Checking of the motion vectors
9. Detect the incorrect regions based on incorrect
motion vectors (Fig. 4).
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